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Chapter 4 Games and Large Cardinals
In this hapter, we investigate the upper bound of the onsisteny strength of theexistene of alternating hains with length !, whih are essential objets provingprojetive determinay from Woodin ardinals.4.1 The onsisteny strength of the existene ofalternating hainsIn late 1980s, Martin and Steel [60℄ proved that if there are n Woodin ardi-nals and a measurable above them, then every �1n+1 set of reals is determined foreah natural number n, where they introdued the notion of iterations trees whihoriginally omes from the development of the inner model theory for strong ardi-nals. To build the inner model theory above one strong ardinal, one would haveto iterate premie not only linearly but in more ompliated way whih wouldgive us tree strutures labeled with extenders that they all iteration trees. Thisgeneralization gives us another diÆulty when we iterate premie more than !times: In a limit stage, there ould be many o�nal branhes in the tree we haveonstruted and we have to hoose one of them so that the diret limit throughthat branh will be wellfounded. This problem ours when we reah the regionof Woodin ardinals and Martin and Steel used this obstale to prove projetivedeterminay by oding one seond-order existential quanti�er by the existene ofo�nal wellfounded branh of suitable iteration trees (in their ase, they arrangedthe iteration trees in suh a way that the wellfounded branh is always unique).Alternating hains are the simplest iteration trees with this obstale: They areiteration trees with length ! suh that their tree struture is given as follows: Forall natural numbers n;m,mTn () m = 0 or n�m is a positive even number.107



108 Chapter 4. Games and Large CardinalsOdd Even
2n + 1 ���� ���� 2n+ 23 ���� ���� 41 � � 2�EEEEEEEEE yyyyyyyyy0Figure 4.1: An alternating hain with length !This is the simplest tree struture with two o�nal branhes. Let us allthese two branhes Even (= f2n j n 2 !g) and Odd (= f2n + 1 j n 2 !g [f0g). Sine these two branhes are ompletely symmetri with respet to the treestruture, there is no anonial way to hoose one of them so that the hosen oneis wellfounded. This gives us the basi idea of how to ode ertain information viaiteration trees. Atually, in the proof of projetive determinay, Martin and Steelreplaed the odd part by <!! and ensured that the branh Even is ill-foundedand that exatly one of the o�nal branhes is wellfounded. This is how theyode a real via a wellfounded o�nal branh.But the above argument works only when there is only one wellfounded o-�nal branh in the iteration tree. So the question is: Is there any iteration treewith length ! with more than one wellfounded branhes? Martin and Steel [61℄(independently by Woodin) proved that if there is a Woodin ardinal, then thereare a ountable transitive model M of (a large enough fragment of) ZFC andan alternating hain on M suh that both branhes are wellfounded. Conversely,they proved that if there is an iteration tree with limit length and two o�nal well-founded branhes, then there is a transitive model of ZF whih satis�es \Thereis a Woodin ardinal". Hene there is a tight onnetion between Woodin ardi-nals and the existene of iteration trees with more than one o�nal wellfoundedbranhes. In fat, what they proved is stronger:Theorem 4.1.1 (Martin and Steel). Suppose there is an iteration tree T withlimit length and two o�nal branhes b and . Let Æ be the supremum of thelength of extenders used in T and � be an ordinal with � > Æ and � is in thewellfounded part of both Mb and M where Mb and M are the diret limit of



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 109models in T through b and  respetively. Then L�(V MbÆ ) � \Æ is Woodin".Proof. See [62, Corollary 2.3℄.This theorem gives us more information: Note that V MbÆ = V MÆ and it isalways a subset of the wellfounded part of both models. Sine every wellfoundedpart of a model of KP is also a model of KP, we have the following: If one of Mband M is wellfounded and � is the least ordinal that is not in the wellfoundedpart of one of Mb and M and � > Æ, then L�(V MbÆ ) � \KP + Æ is Woodin".Hene we get the Woodin-in-the-next-admissibleness from the assumption, herewe say Æ is Woodin-in-the-next-admissible if there is an ordinal � > Æ suh thatL�(VÆ) � \KP+Æ is Woodin". Andretta [2℄ proved the following stronger onverse:Theorem 4.1.2 (Andretta). Suppose Æ is Woodin-in-the-next-admissible. Thenfor any tree order on ! with an in�nite branh, there is an iteration tree suh thatfor any in�nite branh b of the tree, Æ! is in the wellfounded part of Mb, whereÆ! is the supremum of the length of extenders in the iteration tree.Proof. See [2, Theorem 1.3℄.Hene Woodin-in-the-next-admissible ardinals are intimately orrelated toiteration trees with more than one o�nal branhes. The natural question wouldbe: What if we do not demand that Æ! is in the wellfounded part of Mb? In thissetion, we partially answer this question in the ase of alternating hains. In fat,we do not need Woodin-in-the-next-admissible ardinals to onstrut alternatinghains:Theorem 4.1.3. Suppose Æ is an ordinal suh that Æ is �2-Woodin and VÆ ��2 V .Then there is an alternating hain with length !.The assumption of the above theorem (whih we will explain later) is muhweaker than Woodin-in-the-next-admissibleness. Hene we do not need Woodin-in-the-next-admissibleness just to onstrut alternating hains.Let us prepare for introduing the notions in the above theorem. For a tran-sitive model M of ZFC and an ordinal � in M , we write M j� for abbreviatingV M� . Furthermore, for a subset A of M , Thy�(M ;2; A) denotes the �-theory ofM with parameters in A where � is �n for some natural number n � 1. Also, fora set A and an ordinal �, A � � denotes A \ V�.Let � < Æ be ordinals and � be �n for some natural number n � 1. We say� is <Æ-�-strong if it is <Æ-A-strong where A = Thy�(V jÆ;2; V jÆ), i.e., for anyordinal � < Æ there is a non-trivial elementary embedding j : V !M with ritialpoint � where M is transitive suh that V� �M , j(�) > � and A � � = j(A) � �.If Æ is a limit of inaessible ardinals, suh an embedding an be easily oded byan extender in VÆ. An ordinal Æ is �-Woodin if it is a limit of <Æ-�-strongs.Note that if Æ is a limit of <Æ-strong ardinals, then Æ is �1-Woodin and VÆis a �1 elementary substruture of V . Hene we annot replae �2 with �1 in



110 Chapter 4. Games and Large CardinalsTheorem 4.1.3 beause if we ould, then we ould run the argument in a mousebelow 0 j� with a ardinal Æ whih is a limit of <Æ-strong ardinals, whih isimpossible by [73, Lemma 2.4℄.Also note that �n-Woodinness for a natural number n is muh weaker thanWoodin-in-the-next-admissibleness. In fat, if Æ is Woodin-in-the-next-admissible,then for any natural number n � 1, Æ is a limit of <Æ-strong ardinals � suh thatthe set of <�-An-strong ardinals is stationary in � where An = Thy�n(V jÆ;2; V jÆ), whih immediately gives us that the set of �n-Woodin ardinals Æ0 withVÆ0 ��n V� is stationary in �. Hene the assumption of Theorem 4.1.3 is muhweaker than Woodin-in-the-next-admissibleness.Proof of Theorem 4.1.3. We will onstrut �(�n; En; �n) j n < !� with the fol-lowing properties:(1)n Thy�2�M2njÆ;2;M2nj�2n� = Thy�2�M2n _�1j�n;2;M2n _�1j�2n�,(2)n �2n is <Æ-�2-strong in M2n,(3)n Thy�2�M2n+1j�n+1 + 1;2;M2n+1j�2n+1 + 1� = Thy�2�M2njÆ + 1;2;M2nj�2n+1 + 1�, and(4)n �2n+1 is <�n+1-�2-strong in M2n+1,where n _�1 = maxfn� 1; 0g, M0 = V and Mn+1 = Ult(Mn _�1; En) for eah n 2 !.At the same time, we will arrange that �n+1 is less than the strength and thelength of En for eah n 2 !, whih will ensure that eah Mn is well-founded bythe result of Martin and Steel [61, Theorem 3.7℄.Also note that all the extenders we will use belong to VÆ. Sine Æ is a limit ofinaessible ardinals, Æ will not move under any embedding we will onsider.Let �0 = Æ. Then (1)0 is true. Sine Æ is �2-Woodin in V , we an pik �0 < Æsuh that �0 is <Æ-�2-strong in V , hene (2)0 is also true.Suppose we have onstruted (�i j i � 2n); (Ei j i < 2n); (�i j i � n) with theproperties (1)n and (2)n. We will �nd �2n+1; E2n; �n+1; �2n+2 and E2n+1 with theproperties (3)n; (4)n; (1)n+1 and (2)n+1.Sine Æ = �0;2n(Æ) is �2-Woodin in M2n, we an pik �2n+1 > �2n suh that�2n+1 is <Æ-�2-strong in M2n. By (2)n, �2n is <Æ-�2-strong in M2n. Hene we anpik E2n 2 M2n suh that E2n is an extender with ritial point �2n and lengthand strength greater than �2n+1 + 3 in M2n, suh that �E2n(A) � (�2n+1 + 3 ) =



D. Ikegami, Games in Set Theory and Logi 111A � (�2n+1 + 3) in M2n, where A = Thy�2�M2njÆ;2;M2njÆ�. ThenThy�2�M2n+1j�2n _�1;2n+1(�n);2;M2n+1j�2n+1 + 3�=�2n _�1;2n+1�Thy�2�M2n _�1j�n;2;M2n _�1j�2n�� � �2n+1 + 3=�E2n�Thy�2�M2njÆ;2;M2nj�2n�� � �2n+1 + 3=Thy�2�M2njÆ;2;M2nj�2n+1 + 3�:Now the following is true in M2n witnessed by � = Æ:(�) There is an ordinal � suh that B = Thy�2�V j� + 1;2; V j�2n+1 + 1� and�2n+1 is <�-�2-strong and � is �2-Woodin,where B = Thy�2�M2njÆ+1;2;M2nj�2n+1+1�. Note that this statement is �2 inM2n with parameters B and �2n+1 beause the statement \�2n+1 is <�-�2-strongand � is �2-Woodin" is de�nable in V j� if � is a limit of inaessibles, whih isalso �2 de�nable.Sine VÆ is a �2-elementary substruture of V , M2njÆ = M2nj�0;2n(Æ) is a �2-elementary struture of M2n. Hene (�) is also true in M2njÆ. But by the previousalulation, (�) is also true in M2n+1j�2n _�1;2n+1(�n).Let �n+1 be a witness for (�) in M2n+1j�2n _�1;2n+1(�n). Then it follows thatThy�2�M2n+1j�n+1 + 1;2;M2n+1j�2n+1 + 1�= Thy�2�M2njÆ + 1;2;M2nj�2n+1 + 1�;that is (3)n. Also we have that �n+1 is �2-Woodin and �2n+1 is <�n+1-�2-strongin M2n+1, that is (4)n. Sine �n+1 is �2-Woodin in M2n+1 and �n+1 > �2n+1, wean pik �2n+2 < �n+1 large enough and suh that �2n+2 is <�2n+1-�2-strong inM2n+1.By (4)n, we an take E2n+1 2 M2n+1 suh that E2n+1 is an extender withritial point �2n+1 and length and strength greater than �2n+2 + 3 in M2n+1 suhthat �E2n+1(A0) � �2n+2 + 3 = A0 � �2n+2 + 3, where A0 = Thy�2�M2n+1j�n+1;2;



112 Chapter 4. Games and Large CardinalsM2n+1j�n+1�. ThenThy�2�M2n+2jÆ + 1;2M2n+2j�2n+2 + 1�=�2n;2n+2�Thy�2�M2njÆ + 1;2;M2nj�2n+1 + 1�� � �2n+2 + 1=�E2n+1�Thy�2�M2n+1j�n+1 + 1;2;M2n+1j�2n+1 + 1�� � �2n+2 + 1=Thy�2�M2n+1j�n+1 + 1;2;M2n+1j�2n+2 + 1�;and by this alulation, we obtain Thy�2�M2n+2jÆ;2;M2n+2j�2n+2� =Thy�2�M2n+1j�n+1;2;M2n+1j�2n+2� and �2n+2 is <Æ-�2-strong in M2n+2, whihare (1)n+1 and (2)n+1 respetively, as desired.Note that in the above onstrution, we have arranged that �n+1 < �2n _�1;2n+1(�n)for eah n 2 !. Hene MOdd is always ill-founded.4.2 QuestionsWe lose this hapter with asking one question.Question 4.2.1. What is the onsisteny strength of the existene of alternatinghains with length !?


